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Welcome to The Beauty School

All prices listed in this booklet exclude VAT if applicable and are correct at the ti me of printi ng. 

Training content and pricing are subject to change.

THE

AWARDS
HAIR & BEAUTY

2017

NORTHERN
IRELAND

WINNER

Train at Ireland’s multi  awarding winning training academy.
Take your skills to the next level with our professional training courses!

Established in 2007, The Beauty School has set the standard of excellence in the industry, not only 
in training, but also in product development and distributi on. We pride ourselves on customer 
sati sfacti on and our quality of service, off ering clients a leading range of award winning products, 
brands and courses. If you are already in the beauty business or you would like to join the industry, 
we have a professional team of trainers who will provide you with expert advice and support.

For further informati on and training dates
please contact one of our advisors on +44 (0) 28 4175 3900

or visit www.thebeautyschool.co.uk

TheBeautySchoolireland thebeautyschool TheBeautySchoolireland BeautySchoolire

About The Beauty School



HD Brows



Founded in 2008 by beauty industry pioneer Karen Bett s; HD Brows treatments have transformed the salon industry. 

The beauty press, celebriti es and infl uencers loved the transformati ve eff ect on their brows - and so did the 
UK and Ireland - leading it to become the #1 salon brow treatment. Now, we have over 12,000 HD Brows 
Stylists across the UK and Ireland, and train over 200 new Stylists each and every month.

Awarded ‘Best Eyebrow Treatment Supplier’ 5 years in a row, we’re proud to be the experts in brows, and our 
elite trainers will provide you with the skills and knowledge to be able to demonstrate eyebrow perfecti on for 
every client, with confi dence. During the course, we’ll teach you how to consult with your clients and build 
a long lasti ng relati onship to retain that all important return custom, before teaching you how to create the 
perfect brow for each and every face shape. We’ll share the secrets to our famous brow mapping formula, 
allowing you to create brow perfecti on in your own salon.

Our curriculum is highly practi cal, with a hands on approach -  and we’ll look aft er you every step of the way. 
With conti nued support even aft er training, plus ongoing, instant feedback from our online trainers via our 
online HD Collecti ve group.

We don’t just teach you to create the perfect brows and retail makeup. We partner with you to build:

Your career
Your creati vity
AND 
A profi table business 

... that lasts long aft er you’ve left  our academy.

HD BROWS





1ST STYLIST £465.71 +VAT 
(Includes start up kit)

ADDITIONAL STYLIST £250 +VAT 
(No kit included)

TRAINING

-    5/6 HOURS HOME STUDY (Required to complete 1 day course)

-    1 x 1 DAY HD BROWS COURSE
You’ll learn, practice and walk away confident on how to deliver the HD Brows treatment

MARKETING SUPPORT

-    SALON LISTING ON OUR SALON FINDER PAGE
Which has over 3,500 searches from potential clients per week 

-    IN-SALON MARKETING MATERIALS
Including poster, consumer leaflets and loyalty cards

-    RESOURCE ACCESS
Downloadable assests to drive your new business online

ONGOING SUPPORT

-    INSTANT ONLINE FEEDBACK AND SUPPORT
From our elite training team and HD family

With each treatment costing just £3.80 to deliver and an average RRP of £25, training in the UK and Ireland’s 
#1 salon brow treatment can deliver a mark up of 680% every single time. 

HD BROWS 1 DAY TRAINING



... BE REWARDED

JUST 5 BROW TREATMENTS 
PER DAY = £39,000 PER YEAR*

RETAIL TO JUST 50% OF THOSE CLIENTS AND 
TURNOVER AN EXTRA £11,856 PER YEAR**

... WITH GREAT RETURN ON YOUR INVESTMENT 

COST PER 
TREATMENT = £3.80

AVERAGE TREATMENT 
RRP = £30

MARK UP = OVER 
680% EVERYTIME

* based on 5 treatments, 5 days a week for 52 weeks at an average of £30. 

Turnover only.

** based on retailing 1 Browtec to 12 clients per week, for 52 weeks. 

Turnover only.

AND IT DOESN’T END THERE

We teach you how to create a partnership with your 
clients, and we do the same with you.

We believe that you can never stop learning and we’ll 
be with you every step of the way on your brow journey. 







BROWSCULPT
BrowSculpt allows you to incorporate the brow lamination process as well as consulting, brow mapping and 
so much more into your existing brow treatment offering.

Whether your client wants to totally transform their brow shape, add a textured finish to the bulb or cor-
rect uneven tails, we’ll teach you how to offer a fully bespoke and tailored approach to this on-trend tech-
nique with results that last up to 6 weeks. Here are the benefits you can offer your clients if you choose to 
train with us:

 - CORRECT THE EYEBROW HAIRS
The brow lamination process can be used across the entire brow or just in targeted areas to instantly cor-
rect asymmetrical, unruly or unshapely eyebrows.  

- CREATE A BRUSHED UP BROW LOOK
Lamination can also lift the brows into your client’s desired position, making them appear instantly fuller. It’s 
ideal for creating the on-trend brushed up brow look.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?
- TRAINING - £200 + VAT
- KIT OPTIONS:
COMPLETE - £136.00 + VAT
BASIC - £99.86 +VAT

- 1 DAY TRAINING Taking minimal time out of your 
busy #BrowBoss schedule

- PRO PRICE ON HD PRODUCTS That’s across our 
entire professional AND retail range

- FREE SALON FINDER LISTING Bringing new clients 
straight to your door

WHAT WILL I LEARN?

As with all our training courses, we’ll ensure you leave equipped with the skills to totally tailor this treatment 
to each and every client. After all, we are the champions of bespoke brows for everyone.

- CONSULTATION SKILLS

- BROW LAMINATION TECHNIQUES

- BESPOKE BROW TINTING

- BROW MAPPING

- TAILORING HAIR REMOVAL

- FINISHING THE BROWS



Nouveau Lashes



Bridgette Softley and Karen Betts first introduced the world to beautiful lashes in 2005. Since then, Nouveau 
Lashes has inspired the industry and revolutionised the beauty market with professional lash treatments for 
everyone. 

We now offer 5 pioneering and competitive treatments within the lash industry; LVL Enhance, Extend, 
Express, SVS and Volume. We offer various training courses in each area, as well as the Ultimate Lash 
Technician Packages to train in 2, 3 or 4 courses. 

THE LASHES THAT INSPIRED AN INDUSTRY

We’ve become the unquestioned authority in lash care among professionals, crowned ‘The Queen’s Awards 
for Enterprise For International Trade’, along with the Guild Awards of Excellence ‘Best Lash Supplier’ 5 years 
in a row and runner up 2019, as well as ‘Best Use of Social Media’ in 2017.

Revolutionary treatments are delivered by skilled beauty therapists trained to the Nouveau Lashes highest 
standard. And guess what, every product we create is cruelty-free and gentle to the natural lash. So everyone 
everywhere: exercise your right to powerful eyes and join our irish #LashGang today.

Our consultations are in-depth and designed to discover the right look – and the right way to achieve it. 

Eye Shape
Lash Length
Lash Width
Colour
Lifestyle

 
... our consultation covers all this and more. We chat through a wish list, so we know whether it will be a 
natural lash treatment, lash extensions for a fuller look, full volume or extra length for one night only. Then 
we go through each step of the treatment – including the all-important aftercare regime. Every aspect is 
customised to each client’s eyes and lifestyle.

OUR INNOVATION AND QUALITY TRANSCENDS INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES

We’re more than just a global brand. We’re the worldwide gold standard for lashes. From pre-treatment, 
consultation and application, through to aftercare, we set the bar. And we set it high.

NOUVEAU LASHES



Nouveau Lashes LVL Enhance Lash Lift 



LVL ENHANCE LASH LIFT - A NATURAL SOLUTION
LVL Enhance is our revolutionary natural lash treatment that is taking the beauty industry by storm. Exclusive 
to Nouveau Lashes, it allows you to enhance your client’s natural eyelashes with our innovative three step 
process, creating the appearance of added length, volume and lift, without mascara or extensions that lasts 
up to 8 weeks.

BECOME A QUALIFIED LVL ENHANCE TECHNICIAN

From application to aftercare, our comprehensive LVL Enhance training will give you practical step-by-step 
guidance on lifting, tinting, conditioning and the theory behind the treatment. Your training will also include 
a professional assessment and qualification upon completion. 

1 DAY PRACTICAL TRAINING

-    LVL training involves straightening and lifting the lash from the roots, rather than curling, creating the
      illusion of longer, thicker lashes
-    Adds length, volume and lift to natural lashes. Ideal for those seeking a natural finish
-    No mascara or extensions
-    45-60 minute treatment, lasting 6-8 weeks
-    Low maintenance, wide client appeal and high repeat sales results
-    Treatment RRP from £45 to £95

CHOOSE FROM 3 TRAINING PACKAGES 

BRONZE PACKAGE
£399 +VAT (15 treatments)

£695 Revenue Potential 

SILVER PACKAGE
£499 +VAT (30 treatments)
£1,510 Revenue Potential 

GOLD PACKAGE
£599 +VAT (45 treatments)
£2,325 Revenue Potential 

Train a 2nd Technician for: £174 +VAT Train a 3rd Technician for: £149 +VAT

Purchase a LVL Enhance Kit and have everything you need to provide your treatment straight away.
Unlock profit potential up to £63.50 per treatment



Nouveau Lashes Express Lashes



EXPRESS - LASHES IN MINUTES
Express provides the ultimate short-term solution for your customers, combining a range of looks: strip lash-
es, individual lashes and lash fillers. The 3 application techniques within Express let you create a 
fuller look in around 20 minutes that can last anything from 1 day, up to 2 weeks.
 
BECOME A QUALIFIED EXPRESS TECHNICIAN

Our Express Training package allows you to offer your clients one of our most popular treatments and give 
your profits a lift. From application to aftercare and removal, our intense Express training course will give you 
perfect solution for a wide range of clients looking for lashes. Our 

experienced Nouveau Lashes trainers will teach you expert innovative techniques and guide you through 
your course. Your training will also include a professional assessment and a qualification upon completion.

1 DAY PRACTICAL TRAINING

5 Minute Strip Lashes
-  Fast treatment with immediate
   results
-  Perfect for those looking for a
   short-term fix
-  Will last a day to night
-  Re-usable
-  RRP from £7 to £13

10 Minute Lash Fillers
-  Apply lash fillers to the base of
   your client’s natural lashes to 
   create a fuller look
-  Professional application in 10 
   minutes
-  Lasts up to 1 week
-  RRP from £15 to £25

20 Minute Express
-  Individual Lashes
-  Last up to 2 weeks
-  Creates subtle 
   enhancement to all-out   
   glamour
-  RRP from £30 to £50

CHOOSE FROM 3 TRAINING PACKAGES

BRONZE PACKAGE
£399 +VAT (51 treatments)
£1,450 Revenue Potential

SILVER PACKAGE
£499 +VAT (100 treatments)

£3,039 Revenue Potential 

GOLD PACKAGE
£599 +VAT (160 treatments)

£5,016 Revenue Potential 

Train a 2nd Technician for: £174 +VAT Train a 3rd Technician for: £149 +VAT

Your kit contains everything you require to deliver your new Express treatments.



Nouveau Lashes Extend Lashes



EXTEND - INDIVIDUAL LASH EXTENSIONS
Extend is our state-of-the-art eyelash extension treatment that delivers the ultimate in lashes, from a natural 
lift to glamorous volume. This unique treatment takes individual silk lashes and bonds them to your client’s 
natural lashes, applied using Nouveau’s unique weight-for-weight guidance. A look that creates longer, fuller 
lashes that can last up to 8 weeks. 

BECOME A QUALIFIED EXTEND TECHNICIAN

Our Extend Training package allows you to offer your clients one of our most popular treatments and give 
your profit a lift. From application, to aftercare and removal, our training will give you the confidence and 
skillset to deliver the results your customers will love. During your training, you will complete a professional 
assessment and case studies to become a qualified Nouveau Lashes Extend Technician.

1 DAY PRACTICAL TRAINING

-  Master applying semi-permanent lash extensions
    using our unique weight-for-weight guidance
-  Lasts up to 8 weeks with a recommended infill
    maintenance routine
-  Premium treatment taking up to 90 minutes
-  Treatment RRP: £55 - £85

-  Perfect for regular salon goers who want fuller
   lashes 24/7
-  Training skills include using primary lash curls,
    weights and lengths; lash mapping; use of 
    professional adhesives and bonding techniques
    along with lash cleansing, maintenance and 
    removal procedures

CHOOSE FROM 3 TRAINING PACKAGES 

BRONZE PACKAGE
£399 +VAT (45 treatments)
£2,925 Revenue Potential 

SILVER PACKAGE
£499 +VAT (120 treatments)

£7,829 Revenue Potential 

GOLD PACKAGE
£599 +VAT (180 treatments)
£11,920 Revenue Potential

Train a 2nd Technician for: £174 +VAT Train a 3rd Technician for: £149 +VAT

Your kit contains everything you require to deliver your new Extend treatments.



Nouveau Lashes SVS Lashes



SVS - SPEED, VOLUME & STYLE
This unique lash extension treatment has been specially developed to combine the best aspects of our Ex-
tend, Express and Volume Masters techniques, but in half the time! 

BECOME A QUALIFIED SVS TECHNICIAN

SVS involves the application of multiple lash extensions onto a single lash, isolating the lashes using tweezers, 
creating fans and applying them. SVS results look gorgeously full, giving depth and volume without coming 
across as strongly stylised or heavy. 

1 DAY PRACTICAL TRAINING

-  1 day in class training (must be qualified in
   semi-permanent lash extensions)
-  Printed Manual
-  Case Study assessment (if required)
-  Business set-up and legal requirements
-  Pre-procedure preparation
-  Consultation skills

-  Product information and usage guidance
-  Eye and eyelash anatomy
-  Contra-actions and contraindications
-  Health and Safety procedures
-  Procedural steps, including best practice
   techniques, hints and tips and maximising your
   business potential via retail product

CHOOSE FROM 3 TRAINING PACKAGES 

BRONZE PACKAGE
£399 +VAT (40 treatments)
£2,245 Revenue Potential

SILVER PACKAGE
£499 +VAT (80 treatments)
£4,573 Revenue Potential

GOLD PACKAGE
£599 +VAT (120 treatments)

£6,917 Revenue Potential

Train a 2nd Technician for: £174 +VAT Train a 3rd Technician for: £149 +VAT

Your kit contains everything you require to deliver your new SVS treatments.
Online Salon Finder listing, and exclusive access to ongoing technical, business and marketing content.



Nouveau Lashes Volume Lashes



VOLUME MASTERCLASS - BECOME AN ULTIMATE LASH ARTIST

Master a palette of skills enabling you to deliver the best results for any client. This course is open to all 
qualified lash professionals with a minimum of 1 years experience. With this masterclass under your belt, 
you’ll be more than an eyelash technician – you’ll be an ultimate lash artist.

Master multi-lash pick-up and place techniques for volume lashes, as well as creating fans of up to 8 lashes 
for application onto a single lash. You’ll also learn how to use colour to maximum effect. Everything you learn 
will also include maintaining the Nouveau Lashes weight for weight principals for healthy lashes.

-  Volume techniques with Nouveau Lashes Master    
   Trainers
-  Treatment time between 1.5hrs and 2.5hrs
-  Volume Lashes last approximately 8 weeks when
   applied correctly - we’ll show you how

-  RRP £80
-  Infills are recommended every 3 weeks to
   maintain the Volume look
-  Training cost from £399

KEY TECHNIQUES TAUGHT ON THE COURSE

-    The lash curls, colours and thicknesses used in advanced lash styling and volume work - How to contrast  
     or compliment eye colours, what colours to use and where to use them

-    The skill of creating and applying fans from 2-8 lashes, using multi-lash pick-up and place techniques

-    Open-eye techniques for lower lash application, Specialist equipment and tools for advanced lash 
      styling and volume results

-    The principles of colour theory and how to apply them to lash selection and application

-    Styling and volume tricks for creating individual looks

-    Techniques for superb Russian Volume lash retention

-    Multi-lash methods for advanced lash maintenance and in-fills

-    The particular aftercare and lash cleansing methods recommended for clients with volume lashes



Nouveau Lashes Packages



Our packages have been designed for you to offer a full menu of lash treatments and access the entire range 
of Nouveau Lashes retail products within one training journey. Without question, our packages offer the best 
and most economical ways to maximise your earning potential as a lash technician. 

All training packages contain:
-    1 day in-class training and comprehensive pre-study module
-    Treatment product kits or opening orders per site containing all products and equipment needed
-    Addition to our online Salon Finder
-    Access to support and marketing materials after training 

ULTIMATE PACKAGE    

NOW £995, SAVE £585

Train in our 3 original treatments at a fraction of the price; LVL, Extend & Express. A superb value package 
that will enable you to become a lash technician with a range of skills in just 3 days of training.

ULTIMATE PLUS PACKAGE 

NOW £1,179, SAVE £867

Not only is this our best value package, it also offers all 4 of our treatments; LVL, SVS, Extend & Express. You’ll 
be able to offer our full treatment menu and appeal to a wide client base after only 4 days training

MAXIMISE YOUR POTENTIAL WITH OUR
BUSINESS BOOSTING PACKAGES



MiniMi Inch Loss Body WrapMiniMi Inch Loss Body Wrap



MiniMi INCH LOSS BODY WRAP - MORE THAN JUST A WRAP
A non-invasive body wrap treatment, designed to off er your clients a more sculpted body with lasti ng re-
sults. MiniMi is the leading body wrap in the industry, as seen on TV3’s Xpose, RTE Today Show and is highly 
favoured among celebriti es, such as Vogue Williams and Cool FM’s Rebecca McKinney.

The advanced technology in the MiniMi soluti on targets those diffi  cult areas oft en found on the body; hips, 
butt ocks, waist and arms. It has the power to help you drop a dress size in a single treatment, can reduce the 
appearance of cellulite and improve skin tone. 

TRAINING

This course off ers you the very latest inch loss wrap available on today’s market. You will be able to off er your 
clients a relaxing treatment, that will visibly compress and sculpt their body, resulti ng in safe and eff ecti ve 
inch loss, as well as smoother and fi rmer skin. 

For those new to body wrapping or new to the industry, the course covers both the practi cal and theory as-
pects of the treatment and how it works; giving you the tools you need to start your body wrap treatments. 
By performing just 2 treatments daily at the lowest recommended charge, you will earn £22,500 per year!

Already trained in body wraps? Present your certi fi cate and purchase a Gold Kit in order to convert over to 
MiniMi.

MiniMi 1 Day Course: £149 
This course is designed for individuals who 

have prior and no prior body wrap experience

MiniMi Kit:
Gold Kit: £160 (20 treatments)
Silver Kit: £50 (4 treatments)

TRAINING ENCOMPASSES

- Lipolysis
- Contra-acti ons
- Contra-indicati ons
- Health and safety legislati on
- Workplace policies and procedures

- Posture and Preventi on of Musculoskeletal
   Disorders
- Manufacturer’s instructi ons
- Overview of procedure
- Procedure demonstrati on (model)



Bellamianta Luxury Tanning



BELLAMIANTA - LUXURY TANNING
Bellamianta, the award winning tan, which is based and manufactured in Ireland. The wide range provides 
clean, nutritious, luxury tanning products formulated with ingredients which complement all skin types and 
are easy to use. 

RSVP Beauty Awards 2019
Hi Best Beauty Buys 2019

IMAGE Beauty Awards 2019

Pure Beauty Global Awards 2019
Social & Professional Best Beauty Buys 2019

Editor’s Choice for Beauty Shortlist Awards 2018

Bellamianta meaning “Beautiful Aspirations”, aims to bring you the ultimate tanning experience every time 
ensuring that tan wears off evenly with none of the dreaded snake skin effect. The use of odour neutralising 
technology ensures no fake tan smell.

-    Dries in 60 Seconds
-    Develops in 2-4 hours
-    Golden olive tones! Never Orange
-    Ready to wear colour

-    Streak free / easy to use
-    Transfer / water resistant
-    Even wear off
-    Odour neutralising technology

Bellamianta tanning products, enriched with natural oils, which are filled with omega 3, 6 and 9, contain one 
of the highest, premium grade DHA’s. This luxury DHA is added to formulas which are bursting with natural 
fruit extracts such as Mango, Papaya and Goji Berry working with the skins natural melanin to provide our 
signature golden tone. 

The sumptuous formulas are filled with natural moisturisers making it suitable for dry irritated skin. These 
hard working ingredients are carefully chosen and blended to provide you with a more moisturised, better, 
longer lasting tan.

FREE FROM

-    Parabens
-    Harsh Chemicals
-    Genetically Modified Ingredients (GMO’s)
-    Parfume

-    Alcohol
-    Animal Derivatives
-    Petrochemicals
-    Sulphates



Bellamianta Professional Spray Tanning

BELLAMIANTA - PROFESSIONAL SPRAY TANNING
Revolutionary  “Rapid Tan” and “Intense Dark” Professional Spray Solutions, bursting with natural extracts,  
that are the ultimate skin treatment for all skin types, especially dry skin in need of a bit of attention. 

Bellamianta Spray Solutions contain one of the highest, premium grade DHA’s. This luxury DHA is added to 
the formulas, which are bursting with natural fruit extracts such as Mango, Papaya and Goji Berry working 
with the skins natural melanin to provide our signature golden tone. 

2 Hours: Light 3 Hours: Medium 4 Hours +: Dark

SPRAY TAN TRAINING

This course is perfect for the beginner tanner wishing to add tanning to their existing services or for those 
already tanning who want to use Bellamianta’s amazing products for the ultimate flawless tan. This course 
is accredited by The Beauty Guild offering 12 CPD points. Over the duration of the course you will cover the 
following:

-    Health and safety
-    Client consultation
-    Preparation and aftercare 

-    Ultimate spray tanning techniques
-    Science of tanning
-    Retailing and marketing

TRAINING FEE

FREE with a purchase of 4 litres of Professional Spray Tan, otherwise £50 +VAT. 

Professional Sray Solution

1 Litre Salon Price: £45 +VAT

SAVE with 4L Litres: £160 +VAT

Professional Intense Dark Sray Solution

1 Litre Salon Price: £55 +VAT

SAVE with 4 Litres: £195 +VAT



Dark Self-Tanning Loti on

Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.00

Medium Self-Tanning 
Loti on

Salon Price: £9.10 
RRP: £16.99 / €19.99

Crystal Clear Rapid 
Self-Tanning Mousse

Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.00

Liquid Gold Self-Tanning 
Tinted Liquid

Salon Price: £10.50
RRP: £16.99 / €21.99

Dark Rapid Mousse

Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.00

Ultra Dark Self-Tanning 
Tinted Mousse

Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.00

Bellamianta Retail Tanning Products



*Prices exclude VAT

Luxury Tanning Mitt
Salon Price: £4.25
RRP: £7.99 / €9.99

Luxury Exfoliating Mitt
Salon Price: £4.25
RRP: £7.99 / €9.99

Triple Action Glycolic Body 
Scrub
Salon Price: £8.75
RRP: £14.99 / €18.00

Skin Perfecting Illuminat-
ing Bronzing Powder
Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 /  €25.00

Skin Perfecting 
Instant Tan
Salon Price: £8.95
RRP: £14.99 / €18.00

Self-Tanning Gradual 
Moisturiser
Salon Price: £8.75
RRP: £14.99 / €18.00

Flawless Filter Body 
Makeup Light/Medium
Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 /  €25.00

Flawless Filter Body 
Makeup Medium/Dark
Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 /  €25.00



*Prices exclude VAT

Large Kabuki Brush
Salon Price: £10.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.99

Precision Body Brush
Salon Price: £11.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.99

Face Tanning Brush
Salon Price: £11.75
RRP: £19.99 / €25.99

Flat Body Brush
Salon Price: £14.75
RRP: £24.99 / €27.99



Formulated and manufactured inIreland, Iconic Bronze provides a range of hydrating and nourishing luxury 
at-home and professional tanning solutions. Their products are free from nasty, harsh chemicals, and are 
vegan friendly and cruelty free.

SELF TAN ERASER

Iconic Bronze Self Tan Eraser’s fast working formula is tough on tan and gentle on the skin. This effortless 
foaming cleanser effectively removes self tan without harsh exfoliation in just 5 to 10 minutes. It’s unique 
moisturising formula leaves the skin feeling silky and smooth, erasing any signs of stubborn tan and prepar-
ing your skin for a fresh layer of Self Tan. 

FAST WORKING TOUGH ON TAN GENTLE ON SKIN

This unique foaming cleanser has a moisturising formula that leaves skin feeling soft and silky, and prepares 
the skin for a fresh new layer of tan. That’s why they’ve designed the Self Tan Eraser free from nasty chemi-
cals, that moisturises and soothes the skin, at an affordable price.

GOODBYE PATCHES, HELLO FLAWLESS BASE

Nourishing for the skin, Iconic Bronze contains the perfect, unique blend 
of ingredients to leave your skin feeling soft, smooth and deeply nourished.

DIRECTION FOR USE:

-    Step 1: For best results, apply Iconic Bronze Self Tan Eraser to dry skin 
      after at least 3/4 days of applying self tan.

-    Step 2: Pump foam applicator firmly and apply Iconic Bronze Self Tan 
      Eraser liberally to the skin. Leave the Self Tan Eraser on the skin for 
      at least 5-10 minutes.

-    Step 3: Shower with warm water using a wet face cloth to wipe away 
      the tan. For for more stubborn areas gently rub with an exfoliating 
      mitt or damp face cloth.

Iconic Bronze



Let’s Get Social



Medium Tanning 
Loti on
Salon Price: 
£5.50
RRP: £10.99 / 
€11.99

Dark Tanning 
Loti on
Salon Price: 
£5.50
RRP: £10.99 / 
€11.99

Xtra Dark Tan-
ning Loti on
Salon Price: 
£5.50
RRP: £10.99 / 
€11.99

Medium Tanning 
Loti on
Salon Price: 
£6.10
RRP: £12.99 / 
€13.99

Dark Tanning 
Mousse
Salon Price: 
£6.10
RRP: £12.99/ 
€13.99

Xtra Dark Tan-
ning Mousse
Salon Price: 
£6.10
RRP: £12.99 / 
€13.99

Self-tan Eraser
Salon Price: 
£6.10
RRP: £12.99 / 
€13.99

Luxury Tanning 
Mitt 
Salon Price: 
£3.25
RRP: £6.99 / 
€7.99

Large Kabuki 
Brush
Salon Price: 
£8.25
RRP: £12.99 / 
€14.99



Medium Instant 
Tan Matt e
Salon Price: 
£5.40
RRP: £11.00 / 
€11.50

Medium Instant 
Tan Shimmer
Salon Price: 
£5.40
RRP: £11.00 / 
€11.50

Dark Instant Tan 
Matt e
Salon Price: 
£5.40
RRP: £11.00 / 
€11.50

Dark Instant Tan 
Shimmer
Salon Price: 
£5.40
RRP: £11.00 / 
€11.50

Airbrush Body 
Bling
Salon Price: 
£4.50
RRP: £10.99 / 
€11.99

Miami Matt e 
Bronzer
Salon Price: 
£5.00
RRP: £10.00 / 
€11.00

Ibiza Shimmer 
Bronzer
Salon Price: 
£5.00
RRP: £10.00 / 
€11.00

Champagne 
Supernova High-
lighter
Salon Price: 
£4.75
RRP: £8.50 / 
€9.00

Golden Galaxy 
Highlighter
Salon Price: 
£4.75
RRP: £8.50 / 
€9.00



Polished London now offer a range of teeth whitening products. In addition to whitening powder and strips, 
there are two types of mouthwash, including the award winning Aloewhite, and the non-peroxide LED teeth 
whitening kit. With more products due to be launched in the near future, Polished London continue to pave 
the way in providing truly effective and affordable teeth whitening solutions for you to use in the comfort of 
your home.
Polished London’s products have certainly attracted their fair share of attention having featured all over the 
media both nationally and internationally. This includes publications such as Hello! Cosmopolitan, Glamour, 
The Independent, The Daily Mail and ITV’s This Morning programme in the UK alone.

Vegan Cruelty Free Peroxide Free

The NEW Polished London Christmas 
Gift Set is here!

The perfect gift for your loved ones this 
Christmas, the luxury set includes 14 
days of Teeth Whitening strips, Teeth 

Whitening Powder, Toothpaste Tablets 
and Bamboo Toothbrush. 

Peroxide Free
Vegan

Cruelty Free
100% safe

Alcohol Free
Zero Sensitivity

Place your order today!

Sparkly Smile Gift Set 
Salon Price: £32.50

RRP: £55.99 / €67.20



Teeth Whitening Strips
Salon Price: £14.00

RRP: £24.99 / €30.00

Teeth Whitening Powder
Salon Price: £14.50

RRP: £26.99/ €32.50

Teeth Whitening Gel Refill
Salon Price: £11.50

RRP: £19.99 / €24.00

Aloewhite Mouthwash
Salon Price: £4.75

RRP: £8.99 / €10.80

Teeth Whitening Kit
Salon Price: £30.00

RRP: £49.99 / €60.00

Charcoal Mouthwash
Salon Price: £5.75

RRP: £10.99 / €13.20

Toothpaste Tablets
Salon Price: £4.00
RRP: £6.99 / €8.40

Bamboo Toothbrush
Salon Price: £2.85
RRP: £4.99 / €6.00

Whitening Paste & Mouth 
Cleanse Set

Salon Price: £17.50
RRP: £29.99 / €36.00



TAKE YOUR SKILLS TO THE NEXT LEVEL 
WITH OUR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING COURSES

 

We offer training courses that are not available anywhere else in Ireland. All courses are 
taught by highly experienced and fully qualified professional trainers who have extensive 
knowledge and the skills to make sure every student, no matter how you learn, under-
stand every aspect of training. 

From the fundamentals to the most advanced techniques, our trainers are right there 
with you every step of the way, guiding you through your training. 

If you are already in the beauty business or you would like to join the industry, we have 
a professional team who will provide you with expert advice and support. Once you train 
with us you become part of our family!

INTEREST FREE PAYMENT PLANS
We offer completely interest free payment plans, making it easier than ever to start 
your training. Pay a 50% deposit at the time of booking and the remainder is split into 
three monthly payments which don’t start until one month after your date of training. 
This gives you the opportunity to start making money on your fabulous new treatments 
before paying it back. 

TRAIN WITH US! 

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT... 



TheBeautySchoolireland

thebeautyschool

TheBeautySchoolireland

beautyschoolire

HDBrows.ie

HDBrowsIE

HDBrows.ie

NouveauLashesIreland

NouveauLashesIreland

NouveauLashesIE

MiniMiBodyWrap

MiniMiBodyWrap

MiniMiBodyWrap

Don’t forget to sign up to our newslett er to receive the 
latest updates, launches, and off ers on training courses and products.

LET’S GET SOCIAL!
Connect with us and industry top brands on social media.

Contact Us



B e a u t y  S c h o o lT h e

Head Office: 

The Beauty School 

11-14 Newry Street

Warrenpoint

Co. Down 

BT34 3JZ

+44 (0) 2841 753900 

info@thebeautyschool.co.uk

thebeautyschool.co.uk


